
Home learning grid for school closure: week 3 & 4 

Hello P5, 

 

I hope you had a lovely Easter break.  

 

Thank you to all who have been in contact. 

It is so nice to hear from you and to keep 

connected while you are working at home. 

All of the activities you have shared have 

been excellent and very uplifting to read so 

please continue to upload your work onto 

the OLLJs.   

 

This is your grid for this week and next 

week. These activities are ideas that you 

can do at home but you can also share your 

own learning too! 

 

Best of luck with your home learning and I 

look forward to hearing from you. 

 

Chat soon, 

 

Miss Phillips ☺ 

NUMERACY AND MATHEMATICS  

 

This week’s focus: Multiplication, Division, Time  

Number 

Multiplication 

 

Choose a times table. With another person take turns to 

say each multiple. (for example 2,4,6,8….) Try to complete 

all the tables you know.  

 

Complete 15-20 minutes on Sumdog each day.  

 

Division 

Divide by 10, 100, 1000 

 

5600  100 =                    109,000  1000 =  

60  10 =                          890  10 =  

74,000  1000 =               1000  100 =  

61,000  100 =                  3940  10 =  

410  10 =                         24,600  100 =  

 

Maths 

 

Estimate how long it will take you to do a range of 

activities. Here are a few examples:  

• 30 star jumps  

• Write your name 10 times  

• 1 minute plank 

Once you have written down your estimations, use a 

stopwatch on a phone or ipad to time how long they took 

and compare with your estimations.  

For an extra challenge practise converting these times 

between minutes and seconds.  

 

Time problem solving: see the document time problems. 

there are six problems to solve – show your workings. The 

first one is done for you as an example. However, you may 

use a different strategy.  
 

LITERACY AND ENGLISH  

Spelling: Focus on the spelling pattern ‘ing and dropping the e’ 

from week 25.  

• Can you challenge yourself and make up a short story 

or poem using at least 4 of this week’s spelling 

words? 

• Practise your spelling words using fun games – 

noughts and crosses, hangman. 

Reading activities 

 

• Read a chapter of your book.  

• Create a comic of what happened in this chapter. 

Include the main characters and setting. Remember 

a comic describes the story by using images 

combined with text.  

• Tell someone in your family about your book. Who 

are the main characters? Where is the story set? 

What happened in the chapter you read? What do 

you predict will happen next? 

Story time with David Walliams: There is a free story every 

day at 11am on his website. Check it out @ 

www.worldofdavidwalliams.com  

 

Writing activities 

 

-Create a time capsule: Last week we included a letter to 

include in the time capsule. This week, we will add 

something else to keep it in a box for years to come.  

 

Task two for the time capsule! Listen to the news. Write a 

newspaper article about what was discussed. I will attach 

a newspaper template that you could use. Remember to 

include a headline, by-line, intro (what, who, where, when, 

why), main body including the main points and a conclusion. 

 

Also you could take some photos of your week and include 

them in your box. Or you could draw pictures of you and 

how you are spending your days.  

http://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/
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INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING  

 

Our topic this term is The Scottish Wars of 

Independence. 

 

Make research notes: 

• When did the Scottish Wars of Independence 

take place? 

• Research one major event during the Scottish 

Wars of Independence. What year did it take 

place? What happened? 

 

French:  

 

Practise your numbers to 100 in French. Here is a song to 

help: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnrTrbJ6mYs  

   

Religious and Moral Education 

 

Choose a religion of your choice to research; Christianity, 

Judaism, Sikhism, Buddhism, Hinduism or Islam. Create a 

mind map of facts you already know about that religion. 

Using the internet, research new facts and add these 

onto your mind map in a different colour.  

 

 

Technology 

 

Check out the most recent Daily STEM report and try out 

some of the problems.  

http://dailystem.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/the-

Daily-STEM-V2.28.pdf  

 

 

HEALTH AND WELLBEING  

 

Focus for this week: Challenge your Mindset! 

 

• This terms Building Resilience theme is ‘Challenge 

Your Mindset.’  

Key points to remember: 

• Who we are and what we are good at is 

not fixed. 

• The way we think, feel and learn shapes 

our brain. 

• I can change through the choices I make. 

For revision on Growth Mindset Vs Fixed Mindset, check 

out this video on youtube 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KUWn_TJTrnU  

 

Task: create a two-column poster to show the difference 

between someone with a Fixed Mindset versus someone 

with a Growth Mindset.  

One example: someone with a Fixed Mindset will avoid 

challenges Vs someone with a Growth Mindset will 

embrace challenges.  

 

• Check out Joe Wicks online PE lessons. He will be 

doing PE live every morning at 9am. It is also 

saved on his YouTube channel if you want to 

catch up later. This can be found at this link 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rz0go1pTda8 

 

• Kindness task: Check out the kindness document. 

How many of these acts of kindness can you 

complete throughout the week? 

 

PERSONAL CHOICE 

 

This box is anything personal that you would like to share. 

It could be playing a musical instrument/a new hobby/a 

new skill/language/sport - the list is endless!  
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